Pipeline Regulatory Compliance with Maximo
DOT/PHMSA 49 CFR 192
December 8, 2017
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Presenting today
▪ Russ Anderton – today’s host and Vice President, Oil & Gas
▪ Jeff O’Donnell - Practice Lead for Oil and Gas

▪ Shawn Nelson - Senior Business Process Consultant
▪ Aaron Bowman – GIS Lead
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Today’s Agenda
• Introduction (Russ)
• Discussion of the Regulations for Today’s Presentation (Jeff)

• Regulatory Compliance Application (Shawn)
• GIS / Spatial Interface Discussion and Demo (Aaron)

• Setting Up Maximo 7.6.1 Oil & Gas for Regulatory Compliance Work (Shawn)
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V7.6.1

Maximo Oil & Gas/HSE Industry Solution
O&G Industry Solution

Customer Configuration

Equipment Reliability

Management of Change

Foundational relationships for
reliability visibility, control via ISO
14224 (API 689) standards,
established among Assets,
Locations Work Orders, etc…

Application to manage (requests or full
process) equipment or process integrity
changes related to engineering, operations
and maintenance.

Defect Elimination

Asset Specifications
ISO14224 (API 689)
standards to help classify
assets, equipment, units of
operation.

Condition For Work
Identifies equipment status required
for work, supports planning and
opportunity scheduling.

Equipment or procedure defect reporting
and tracking application, supporting
enhanced reliability, operations and
maintenance.

Maximo
EAM
Core

Action Tracking
Application for managing actions
agreed upon with regulatory
authorities or internal audit.

Investigations

Regulatory Compliance

Investigation management for incidents
or defects, raised when Root Cause
Failure Analysis (RCF) or After Action
Review (AAR) is required.

Provides for Regulatory Frequency
Scheduling and Tracking, associates
regulations and subsections to an
asset, location, work order.

Improvements
Incident Management

Application captures improvement
opportunities, supports practices such as
Six Sigma, TQM, OEE, etc… drives
continuous improvements.

High context incident reporting and
management for incidents occurring
during operations and maintenance.

Drilling and
Run Logs
Management of drilling
activities and Run Logs

Permits and
Certificates
Management of
relevant Permits and
Certificates.

Benefits and Losses
Benefit and loss reporting
application, continuous
improvement benefits, aligns
processes with business benefits
and improvements.

Operator Logs
Electronic logs used by
shift operators.
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Today’s Focus - DOT/PHMSA 49 CFR 192
Why is compliance with PHMSA regulations more important than ever?
• Greater scrutiny into a pipeline company's compliance and safety records. Often
Media driven
• Increased regulation as a result of serious pipeline incidents. Integrity
Management Program requirements and Documentation.
• Increased PHMSA inspections including operator management systems. 1,175
inspections of pipeline companies initiated in 2016
• Up to $50K and 5 yrs. imprisonment for a corrective action order

Today’s Discussion
• Today we will discuss how Maximo O&G/HSE supports compliance with three (3) specific
regulations:
➢ CFR 49 192.807 for Record Keeping – (documenting only qualified persons perform
pipeline tasks)
➢ CFR 49 192.609 for Class Location change studies
➢ CFR 49 192.706 for Annual Leak Surveys
• While we use only these three examples, the concepts illustrated are transferable to other
regulations

Maximo - Regulatory Compliance Overview Demonstration
• The Regulatory Compliance Application allows an operator to define regulations and
reference them on certain Maximo Objects, such as Job Plans, PMs and Work Orders
• The application lives in the Planning Module

• We’ve set up some regulations in Maximo to illustrate.
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DOT/PHMSA 49 CFR 192.805 & 192.807
Qualification Program and Recordkeeping
• Maximo can help with recordkeeping, qualifications, and compliance with CFR
regulations that cover your written qualification program.
• Maximo tracks qualifications of individuals and helps prevent incorrect assignment.

• Crafts and Qualifications are associated to a Labor record in Maximo.
• Let’s have a look in Maximo at these relationships.
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DOT/PHMSA
Leveraging GIS / Spatial for Compliance
• Maximo Spatial can be configured to interface with GIS. Maximo can pick up
changes and notify personnel of the changes for compliance or other purposes.
• In today’s example, we will show how Maximo can pull the changes in GIS Feature
information from GIS through an automatic update (in today’s demo via a cron task)
updating the map information and notifying appropriate personnel of a Class
Location change from Class 1 to Class 3.
• This notification would cause the appropriate personnel to follow your business
process for creating a work order to perform a Change in Class Location study and
stay in compliance with 49 CFR 192.609 .

DOT/PHMSA 49 CFR-192.609
Class Location Change Study
• This regulation requires the pipeline operator to perform an immediate study under
certain conditions when an increase in a Class Location is warranted.
• Class Location Changes are generally unplanned by the operator.

• The user can create Work Orders simply and effectively in Maximo for these studies
using a Job Plan.
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DOT/PHMSA 49 CFR 192.706 Leak Surveys
• This regulation specifies the requirements for leak survey intervals based on Class

Location 1-4.
• We’ll discuss:
• Using Maximo to automatically generate work orders utilizing PMs and PM Masters to

help assure frequency of leak surveys to meet regulatory requirements.
• Incorporating use of the Start Center for notifications and tracking.
• How you might use the Core Maximo solution, or tailor a solution to your requirements.
• In Core Maximo, let’s look at an example of a PM designed to keep the work order Finish

No Later Than date within the 15 month and calendar year requirement.

Calculating and Managing Compliance Date (With Configuration)
Define Compliance Rule and Utilize Automation Script to Calculate Compliance Date

• Configure field for compliance rule on the PM record
• Automation script will reference compliance rule and adjust Compliance Date
based on last performance. (FNL Constraint date)
• Automation script also tests for calendar year requirements and adjusts
compliance date into current year if needed.
• Automation script will update compliance date of next work order
performance in backlog based on same rules.

Questions?
Save these links for future reference.
Cohesive Recorded webinars: http://www.cohesivesolutions.com/resources-and-news/webinars/
PHMSA site: https://www.phmsa.dot.gov/
Code of Federal Regulation site: eCFR — Code of Federal Regulations

Contact information if you need any assistance with upcoming projects.
Russ Anderton
randerton@cohesivesolutions.com
678-429-2151
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Safe Harbor
General Use
The information contained herein is of a general nature and is not intended to address the circumstances
of any particular individual or entity. Although we endeavor to provide accurate and timely information,
there can be no guarantee that such information is accurate as of the date it is received or that it will
continue to be accurate in the future. No one should act on such information without appropriate
professional advice after a thorough examination of the particular situation.
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Thank you for your attendance!
Please have a safe and productive day
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